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Chris Marsden argues that co-regulation is the defining feature of the 
Internet in europe. Co-regulation offers the state a route back into ques-
tions of legitimacy, governance and human rights, thereby opening up 
more interesting conversations than a static no-regulation versus state 
regulation binary choice. The basis for the argument is empirical investi-
gation, based on a multi-year, european Commission-funded study and 
is further reinforced by the direction of travel in european and english 
law and policy, including the Digital economy act 2010. He places 
Internet regulation within the regulatory mainstream, as an advanced 
technocratic form of self- and co-regulation which requires governance 
reform to address a growing constitutional legitimacy gap. The literature 
review, case studies and analysis shed a welcome light on policy-making 
at the centre of Internet regulation in Brussels, london and Washington, 
revealing the extent to which states, firms and, increasingly, citizens are 
developing a new type of regulatory bargain.

c h r ist oph e r t.  m a r sde n is Senior lecturer at essex university 
School of law, where his research centres on the regulation and man-
agement of information technologies. He has twenty years’ experience of 
exploring the Information Society and its regulation with commercial, 
academic, think tank and government organizations.
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a C K n o W l e D g e M e n t S

This book is a revised, edited and very critical update on the body of 
reports I published for the european Commission in 2004 and 2007–8, 
especially the phases 1–3 reports of that second, specifically co-regulatory 
project. Whereas those reports amount to some 400,000 words and 500 
pages, this book is a mere 100,000; moreover, I have not simply reduced 
those reports to a concise version, and I therefore refer readers to the com-
plete case studies where there are factual queries or questions of brevity.

My acknowledgements for this book go back twenty years, for it is there 
that my interest in regulation was formed, and those influences underpin 
my research even today. Though the empirical aspect of this work is dom-
inant, and in particular european Commission projects of 2001–4 and 
2007–8, it is to the legacy of research and practice in the 1990s that I owe 
most thanks. I acknowledged in my recent previous work ‘net neutrality’ 
many other influences too numerous to mention – to them also many 
thanks. I grew up and was educated in regulation at the london School 
of economics over the period 1986–97, taking ll.B. in 1986–9, ll.M. in 
International economic law 1993–4 and pursuing doctoral studies while 
teaching and researching in 1994–7. During that time, I received a ground-
ing in both practical and theoretical aspects of regulation that has influenced 
my approach ever since. This book is overwhelmingly based on empirical 
case studies, reflecting an anglo-Saxon pragmatism that was inculcated in 
me by my work as research assistant on projects run by Dr Mike Hodges 
at CruSa (Centre for research on the uSa) and professor rob Baldwin 
on the ‘regulation in Question’ project for Merck Sharp Dohme (working 
a little with Mark Thatcher and Colin Scott on this project, I focused on 
gas/electricity/water privatization, as well as background literature), both 
in 1995–6. I also worked with Jonathans liebenau and Barton on the ill-
fated lSe Information Society observatory in 1995–6, and held the non-
job title of legal adviser there. My interest in economic theory of regulation 
and its human rights relationship was, however, started much earlier, as 
an undergraduate studying at the time of financial services deregulation, 
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privatization of state utilities and the creation of independent national 
regulatory agencies (Inras) in the late 1980s. lSe was a crucible of these 
changes, and indeed it was the realization of the power of global finance 
to undermine apartheid in 1987–8 that led me to focus on interdisciplin-
ary and largely theoretical study in my final undergraduate year (firsts in 
anthropology of law, Civil liberties and Jurisprudence).

Having taken a crash course in practical transactional economics work-
ing in advertising sales at Media Week ltd at the end of boom and start 
of bust in 1989–91, and start of renewed longer boom at euromoney ltd/
World economic Forum joint venture Worldlink in 1993, I returned to 
lSe in 1993–4 to study the remarkable transformations by then becoming 
evident in the global economy, driven by financial reform and informa-
tion networks. at that point, IBM carried more international data than 
British telecommunications, at the dawn of the consumer Internet era. 
China was rising, computing had become ubiquitous in businesses, and 
multinationals were seen to be losing their territorial moorings. My dis-
sertation in 1994 focused on rupert Murdoch’s skilful changes of nation-
ality for business and person to evade media ownership limits, as well 
as his corporate restructuring to avoid tax and institute captive insur-
ance companies in such locations as the Cayman Islands. truly he was 
‘ringmaster of the Information Circus’ and his adviser’s claim that ‘civ-
ilization is bandwidth’ was an evocative image. at lSe that year, while 
realizing I would spend the next three years in ultimately fruitless pursuit 
of multimedia multinationals and a theory of regulation, I spent more 
intellectual time examining continental european regulatory theor-
ies, notably systems theory as well as its discontents. In a fairly unique 
year, the course law and Social Theory, taught by tim Murphy and alain 
pottage, was co-taught by visiting professor gunther teubner, and my 
dissertation concerned advertising and systems theory. We also were 
treated to a three-hour guest seminar by niklas luhmann, interrupted 
by a passionate rant in protest by a fragrant bohemian French professor 
on behalf of Foucault’s opposition to luhmann’s bloodless technocracy, 
and the following year even the great Žižek, who came to the university 
of london to treat us to his unique interpretation of lacan. lacan and 
Irigaray, and of course Foucault were of great interest, though ultimately 
it was Habermas and his theory of the public sphere which I went on to 
explore in cyberspace. This book contains no reference to these giants,1 
but they sit in the background observing the regulatory games played by 

1 But see Froomkin (2003a), p. 749. 
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the shrinking nation state and rising multinationals, with wry bemuse-
ment. as Žižek states, we are all living in The Matrix now, a ubiquitous 
information environment in which we are bombarded with falsehoods 
by the Big other and only occasional tears in the firmament remind us 
of a reality before globalized multinational corporations, electronic com-
merce and ceaseless digital media changed our environment. Žižek will 
have enjoyed the Hollywood parable of Internet start-ups The Social 
Network much more than Mark Zuckerberg.2

My time at lSe also coincided with the arrival from oxford of Julia 
Black who has done more than any other British academic to explain 
the legal implications of self-regulation. My underpinnings in the prag-
matic assessment of regulation owe more to rob Baldwin, Colin Scott 
and herself than they will have realized. I was also the ‘supervisor’ (a 
nebulous term meaning mentor and party organizer) for both the ll.M. 
students and the new M.Sc regulation students, the latter amounting 
to persuading anthony giddens to say kind words on behalf of the 
university to the incoming cohort. I found myself teaching various 
International Business, european politics and Development economics 
courses at richmond College through Mike Hodges’ friends and associ-
ates, and all-in-all had a crash course in basic economic theory as it then 
stood. lSe in 1995–6 was an intensive induction to regulation by teach-
ing and publication, but also made me realize the vacuity of the english 
legislative process, as I advised both liberal Democrat and labour 
front benches on the media ownership aspects of the Broadcasting act 
1996 as part of my research interest. I should add my thanks to media 
regulation mentors richard Collins and David levy in this period and 
throughout the late 1990s.

Media convergence was the major regulatory phenomenon of the mid 
1990s, inspired by digital satellite broadcasting in the uK as much as 
by any nascent ‘Information revolution’ (which only arrived in a short 
giddy dot-com bubble in 1998–9). While it was established that self-regu-
lation was appropriate for standards, albeit with substantial government 
input for interoperability and competition as seen in the Digital Video 
Broadcasting standards for set-top box technologies in 1995–7, the cre-
ation of a converged regulator that could take a ‘light touch’ approach to 
Internet content was supported by the labour party in opposition,3 though 

2 Žižek (2008).
3 The proposal was most influentially proposed in Collins and Murroni (1995) and adopted 

as new media policy by new labour.
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not implemented until 2004 following the 2002 office of Communications 
act. I followed these debates closely, and found myself intimately involved 
in both the practicalities of regulation in the dying days of oftel (2001–2 
as regulatory Director of MCI WorldCom uK ltd), and acting as spe-
cial adviser to a hopeful for chief executive of the new regulator, then 
Independent television Commission head patricia Hodgson, in 2000. I 
also wrote a highly influential article on standards and convergence with 
Campbell Cowie in early 1998, which was cited by european Commission, 
oeCD, Itu and national regulators thereafter. I spent a pleasant winter 
‘moonlighting’ as a visiting research Fellow at Melbourne university’s 
law School, thanks to andrew Kenyon, and network Insight, the ‘Sydney 
branch’ of rMIt, thanks to Mark armstrong. en route I paid a visit to John 
Braithwaite, godfather of regulatory law, whose research and example was 
and remains a great inspiration. all these australian bases in late 1999 
were at the cusp of self-regulation turning into co-regulation, driven by 
the intransigence of the telstra and news Corporation monopolies and 
their implacable enemies in the various communications industries. My 
time as research Fellow at Harvard’s Kennedy School 1999–2000 both 
convinced me that public choice was part of the story, but also interested 
me in Douglass north and institutional economics, as the state is not sim-
ply the Mafia! Self-regulation cannot work where the parties will not be 
in the same room unless with a regulatory ‘relationship guidance coun-
sellor’. Moreover, it works less well where government is entirely in thrall 
to industry’s propaganda, as arguably was the case in uS Internet regula-
tion at the height of the dot-com bubble, in that heady winter. I finished 
writing the introduction to Regulating the Global Information Society on 
St patrick’s Day 2000,4 in the week that the bubble finally burst. The book 
expresses the more sober critical view that was sorely needed in the late 
1990s.

In 2000, I left full-time academia for various industry-regulator 
roles, but stayed as research associate of first the Centre for the Study of 
globalisation and regionalisation (CSgr) at Warwick, then the Centre 
for Management under regulation (CMur) at Warwick Business 
School under direction of Martin Cave in 2001–2, where I had presented 
a paper when it was under the direction of Catherine Wadhams and 
Morten Hviid in 1998. I published papers there on WiFi and standards 
wars, a step beyond the mobile standards debates of the previous several 

4 Marsden (ed.) (2000b). 
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years. The ‘standards wars’ literature at that time had a boost, not only 
from paul David’s pioneering work as well as that of Katz and Farrell on 
network effects and ICt standards, but also by the empirical example 
of third-generation mobile phone standards, and notably the battle 
between european gSM and uS CDMa standards. My edited collec-
tion, Regulating the Global Information Society (2000) featured papers 
by lemley, Mcgowan and gould reflecting on this. I also presented 
on Internet governance,5 alongside Hans Klein and Milton Mueller. 
My work at that time was heavily influenced by then-recently deceased 
Susan Strange’s work on the relations between states and firms, which 
led me on to co-regulation studies. It also brought me into contact with 
Jonathan aronson and his work with peter Cowhey, and Susan Spar’s 
work on pirates, prophets, pioneers and profits – which established 
the historical pattern of deregulation, unregulation, self-regulation 
and re-regulation in communications industries, driven by state–firm 
relations.

The path-breaking work by Stefaan Verhulst and Monroe price on 
self-regulation and its limits was also a significant influence, not least 
because their selfregulation.info project was awarded by the european 
Safer Internet action plan based in large measure on their insights in that 
theoretical work. The study on which this work is based was carried out in 
2007, and written up in spring 2008. negotiation with the publishers took 
the whole of 2009, which I dedicated to writing about the co-regulatory 
case study of network neutrality. The case studies have been substantially 
edited and updated in the course of 2010, but of course will be aged by the 
date of publication. The legitimacy of the very act of parliament that led 
to much rewriting, the Digital economy act 2010, is due to be judicially 
reviewed in spring 2011, as I write. I therefore claim the law as accurate 
at 1 november 2010, and the case study material as accurate at 1 January 
2008 unless stated as later.

The absence of those factors that made my previous book so easy to 
write conspired to make this an extremely difficult task. I wrote while fully 
occupied with lecturing, undergraduate admissions, grant applications 
and other administrative tasks and university business, in the summer of 
many marriages (I married Kenza in Montreal in august and celebrated 
with the whole family in rabat in September), and with a very ill father 
in hospital for long periods. That I finished the book at all owes much to 

5 Marsden (2000b). 
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my very understanding publishers at Cambridge university press, Senior 
lecturer colleagues at essex, my wife and family, and the peace and soli-
tude of Cambridge. This book is dedicated to my mother and father, who 
taught me the vital life lesson that you are remembered for the projects 
you finish, not those you start.
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aBa  australian Broadcasting authority, statutory regulator replaced by 
australian Communications and Media authority

aCCC  australian Competition and Consumer Commission, generic 
regulator

aCMa  australian Communications and Media authority, statutory 
regulator

atVoD association for television on Demand, uK co-regulatory body
aVMS audiovisual Media Services Directive 2007
BBFC British Board of Film Classification, statutory censoring body
BIS Department for Business, Innovation and Skills, see DtI
CaIC  IWF Child abuse content list of alleged abuse sites blocked using ISp-

level filters
CC  Creative Commons, commercial royalty-free copyright licensing 

system
Ceop  Child exploitation and online protection Centre, Home office 

policing coordinator
Deact Digital economy act 2010, uK legislation
Dg InFSo  Directorate general Information Society and Media of the european 

Commission, established by the merger of Dg InFoSoC (Information 
Society) and the Media Directorate of Dg Culture in 2004

DnS  Domain name System, ‘telephone numbering’ for Ip addresses, regu-
lated globally by ICann, nationally by Sros such as nominet (uK)

DrM  Digital rights Management, method of embedding content standards 
and policy into computer-readable form, used to enforce copyright 
conditions

DtI  Department for trade and Industry, uK ministry responsible for 
Internet and standards development, renamed as Department for 
Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS)

eC  european Commissions, executive body of the eu, responsible for 
developing and implementing the acquis communautaire, the body of 
eu law

eCD electronic Commerce Directive, Directive 2000/31/eC

a B B r e V I a t I o n S
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eCHr european Convention on Human rights 1950
eCtHr  european Court of Human rights, highest judicial tribunal 

for eCHr
eCJ  european Court of Justice, highest judicial tribunal for 

european union
etSI  european telecommunications Standards Institute, standards 

body
eu  european union, as established in the treaty of Maastricht 1992
european Council  Council of Ministers of eu Member States, representing 

governments
FCC  Federal Communications Commission, uS federal regulator 

of broadcast and telecommunications
FoSI Family online Safety Institute
gpl  general public licence, oCl licence, typically for software, 

version 3.0 released 2007
Ia  Impact assessment, technique within Better regulation 

agenda
ICann  Internet Corporation for assigned names and numbers, 

California-incorporated not-for-profit organization estab-
lished in 1998

ICra  Internet Content rating association, an international, non-
profit organization of internet leaders working to develop a 
safer Internet, renamed in 2007 as FoSI

ICStIS  Independent Committee for the Supervision of Standards 
of telephone Information Services, uK co-regulator of 
premium rate Services for telephony, now including mobile 
telephony, known since 2007 as phonepayplus

ICt Information and Communication technologies
IetF Internet engineering task Force, technical standards body
IgF  Internet governance Forum, united nations multistake-

holder discussion forum initially held in athens 2006, held 
annually

IIa  Inter-Institutional agreement of 2003, between european 
legislative institutions

IMCB  Independent Mobile Classification Board, ratings self-regula-
tor for mobile media

InHope  International association of Internet Hotlines, european 
association of child sexual content hotlines

IoC  Initial obligations Code, drawn up by ofcom in May 2010 to 
implement Deact ss.9–18 under direction of government

Ip Internet protocol
Ipr Intellectual property rights
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IptV  Internet protocol television; video programming delivered over Ip 
networks rather than broadcast (cable, terrestrial and satellite) networks

ISFe  Interactive Software Federation of europe, european association of pub-
lishers of video and computer games, reference and educational works

ISoC  Internet Society, coordinating mechanism for Internet standards and policy
ISp  Internet Service provider, company providing access to the Internet 

for consumers and businesses. The largest ISp in most Member States 
is provided by the incumbent telco. ISps often provide content, have 
‘portal’ pages which offer news, weather and video reports, dating, chat, 
search and other functions. Mobile networks are also ISps

Itu International telecommunication union
IWF Internet Watch Foundation, uK ‘hotline’ for illegal content reporting
Janet  Joint academic network, consortium of uK universities and 

research institutes developing internetworking, including high-speed 
SuperJanet

KJM  Kommission für Jugendmedienschutz, co-regulatory body for media 
content in germany

Mp3 File format for digital music from Motion picture expert group (Mpeg)
MS Member State of the eu, twenty-seven in total
nICaM  netherlands Institute for the Classification of audiovisual Media, 

co-regulator
ntD  notice and take Down, system for removal by ISps and content hosts of 

alleged illegal content
oCl open Content licensing, models include CC and gpl
oeCD  organization for economic Cooperation and Development, ‘think 

tank’ for developed nations: thirty national members; membership is 
limited by commitment to a market economy and a pluralistic democ-
racy. Formed in 1961 and grew out of the organization for european 
economic Co-operation (oeeC), established in 1947

ofcom  Converged communications regulator for telecommunications, Internet 
and broadcasting for uK, established by office of Communications act 
2002

pegI pan european game Information, age-rating system
pICS  platform for Internet Content Selection, W3C website labelling standard 

implemented by ICra
rMIt royal Melbourne Institute of technology
SIap  Safer Internet action plan, eC Dg InFSo funding for awareness pro-

grammes, hotlines and other actions since 1998
SnS Social networking Site, such as Facebook or Bebo
Sro  Self or Co-regulatory organization, institution designed to provide 

guidance and/or enforcement of conduct or content standards, in our case 
including a broad spectrum from ‘self-organized’ to co-regulatory forms
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ugC user generated Content, ripped mixed burned from digital files
VoIp  Voice over Internet protocol, technology to digitize sound in packets sent 

over the Internet. Its primary advantage is that distance does not affect the 
cost of the call between two VoIp enabled phones (or pCs attached to the 
phone or a data system)

W3C  World Wide Web Consortium, standards body established by tim 
Berners-lee in 1994

Web2.0  Compendium description of ajax-based technologies that permit ugC 
(pronounced web-two-dot-oh)

WgIg   Working group on Internet governance, expert group established in 2005 
to report on Internet policy to the united nations Secretary general

WSIS  World Summit on the Information Society, united nations Internet 
regulatory summits formally held in geneva (2003) and tunis (2005)
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